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History
Meets The
Modern Era
A traditional format,
numerous examples of
Filetti can still be found
throughout the streets of
Europe today.
Typified by its random, long and narrow
appearance, this unique cut of flooring is
experiencing a modern revival. Prepared
exclusively in porphyry and quartz, Filetti
is specifically intended for application
across high wear settings. Considerable
versatility delivers a further appeal for
this accessible format as its linear
configuration works well around
contours and design obstacles.
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HAMPTON
ZANGARI

The textured split face of each piece also
means that slip resistance is sound,
making this product suitable for both
residential and commercial fit-outs.

Filetti Explained
Linear by design and offered in various
materials, Gather Co's Filetti collection is
a durable format, intended for
significant loads and sustained wear.
The considerable size variation across
each piece requires a wet bed
installation method to be engaged.
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Meeting
Expectations

Product Variation
Variation has been carefully considered
when producing our surface collections.
Colour, tone, composition, and texture are
all naturally occurring characteristics of
stone and will always differ from piece to
piece.
Variation may also result in significant
inconsistencies when delivered product is
compared to any samples presented. That
said, variation is in no way considered a
material defect. It’s precisely what makes
stone so uniquely beautiful.
Please be sure to seriously consider these
inherent characteristics whenever
assessing the suitability of any Gather Co
surface.
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HERO IMAGERY | STUDIO
All imagery is available for free via our website. In addition, individual samples of
each variety can be automatically requested.
Simply visit: www.gatherco.com.au

HAMPTON
QUARTZ
(Sawn)

HAMPTON
QUARTZ
(Split)
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HAMPTON
QUARTZ
(Tumbled)

ZANGARI
PORPHYRY
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PROJECT IMAGERY | IN-SITU
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COMPOSITION | MATERIAL | FORMAT | FINISH | RATING
It’s important to note there can be significant variation in colour, texture and
tone across each material. The following representations are intended as
general indicators only. Gather Co has no control over the natural variation that
occurs across blocks extricated from developing quarry sites. This unavoidable
fact must be accounted for when specifying any variety within our surfaces
collection.

QUARTZ

PORPHYRY

HAMPTON

HAMPTON

HAMPTON

ZANGARI

FILETTI

FILETTI

FILETTI

FILETTI

SAWN & SPLIT

SPLIT

SPLIT & TUMBLED

SPLIT

SLIP RATING: P-

SLIP RATING: P5

SLIP RATING: P-

SLIP RATING: P5

TEXTURE GUIDE: 4

TEXTURE GUIDE: 4

TEXTURE GUIDE: 3

TEXTURE GUIDE: 4
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SIZING | DIMENSIONS | VOLUME | WEIGHT | PACKAGING
It’s important to note that the the values are approximates only. Being a natural
product, weights, sizes and crate volumes will vary. Detail on installation
procedures can be obtained through our downloadable “Tips for Installation”
document.
For any further assistance, simply visit our website:
gatherco.com.au or call on: 1800 428 437

FILETTI
PRODUCT | MATERIAL

PROFILE

HAMPTON
Quartz

ZANGARI
Porphyry

FINISH | EDGE

DIMENSIONS
(L x W x Thickness/mm)

WEIGHT
(Kg/M2)

PACK VOLUMES
(M2)

Sawn & Split

200-750 x 30-60 x 20-40

65

15-20

Split

100-300 x 50-70 x 20-50

117

15-20

Split & Tumbled

100-350 x 20-50 x 20-40

60

15-20

Split

100-400 x 30-60 x 30-40

80

19-21

ALL FORMATS
PRODUCT

AVAILIBLE IN:

HAMPTON

Blended Flooring, Cobbles - Blended, Cobble Pavers, Cobbles - Thin Format, Crazy Paving,
Filetti, Lobo Longs, Pavers & Tiles

ZANGARI

Cobblestones - Full Format, Crazy Paving, Filetti
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INSTALLATION | SEALERS | WATERPROOFING | ADHESIVES | WET BEDDING | GROUT
Gather Co is an authorised reseller of both Aquamix and Laticrete products in
Australia. We do not manufacture, import or extend warranties to their product.
Quantities stated below are approximates only, intended to assist in the
quantification of product for ordering. Actual requirements will vary depending
on the substrate, site conditions and method of application. Should you require
any further information, please contact the manufacturer directly:
Aquamix: 1300 278 264 / info@aquamix.com.au
Laticrete: 1800 331 012 / info@laticrete.com.au

SEALERS
MANUFACTURER | AQUAMIX

MATERIAL

COVERAGE (Per a Litre)

Granite

10-14m2

Limestone

6-10m2

Quartz

6-10m2

Basalt

8-12m2

Sandstone

6-10m2

Slate

10-14m2

Granite

10-14m2

Limestone

6-10m2

Quartz

6-10m2

Basalt

8-12m2

Sandstone

6-10m2

Slate

10-14m2

MANUFACTURER | LATICRETE

UNIT SIZE

COVERAGE (Per a Pail)

HYDROBAN
Two coats required.

15L (Pail)

18m2

LATIPOXY
Only one combination coat of part A &
part B is required.

10L (Pail x 2)

30m2

MANUFACTURER | AQUAMIX

UNIT SIZE

COVERAGE (Per a Bag)

335 PREMIUM FLEXIBLE ADHESIVE
Based on a 6x6 square notched trowel.

20kg (Bag)

7-8m2

335 RAPID PREMIUM FLEXIBLE ADHESIVE
Based on a 6x6 square notched trowel.

20kg (Bag)

7-8m2

254 PLATINUM
Based on a 6x6 square notched trowel.

20kg (Bag)

7.5-8.5m2

MVIS VENEER MORTAR
Based on a 9x6 square notched trowel.

20kg (Bag)

6.2-7.5m2

SEALERS CHOICE GOLD

PRO BLOCK
Based on the manufacturer recommenced
‘Dip-Sealing’ method.

WATERPROOFING

SYNTHETIC ADHESIVES
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INSTALLATION | SEALERS | WATERPROOFING | ADHESIVES | WET BEDDING | GROUT
WET BED ADHESION METHOD
SLURRY COMPOSITION

PARTS

BLENDED COARS WASHED SAND
As per Australian Standards.

3

GREY PORTLAND CEMENT
Type GP cement.

1

CLEAN WATER
Additional water may be added to achieve
desired consistency.

1

NOTE: An appropriate bonding agent such as Laticrete Everbond may be used to
fur ther improve adhesion, strength and workability.

GROUT
MANUFACTURER | LATICRETE

UNIT SIZE

COVERAGE (Per a Bag)

PERMCOLOR GROUT
Coverage is dependant on the grout joint.
opening.

10kg (Bag)

Variable
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Although the information in this documentation
is presented in good faith and believed to be
correct at the time of creation, Gather Co makes
no representations or warranties as to the
completeness or accuracy of the information.
Gather Co has no liability for any errors or
omissions in the materials. Gather Co and the
manufacturers represented herein, reserve the
right to change, delete, or otherwise modify the
information which is represented without any
prior notice.

Persons receiving this information will make their
own determination as to its suitability for their
own purposes prior to use. In no event will Gather
Co be responsible for damages of any nature
whatsoever resulting from the use of or reliance
upon information from this document or the
products to which the information refers. All
values are best approximations. No part of this
document may be reproduced or distributed
without the expressed written permission of
Gather Co.

Gather Co
Sydney, Australia

gatherco.com.au

1800 428 237
hi@gatherco.com.au
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